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Small, but wow!
The type V 10C diesel
loco of the German State
Railroad is a small, powerful and rugged switching loco that will enter
service on many LGB railroads in just a few weeks
as road number 199 006.

D

espite the remarkable developments in diesel locomotives prior
to the Second World War – such
as the diesel hydraulic V 140 or the gigantic V 188 – they initially only appeared as
one-off designs with the German State
Railroad. This situation would only
change in later years.
The massive increase in industrial output led to strong demand for small switching locos, which the HF 130C fulfilled.
Some 350 units of this three-axle loco,

which was designed for the 1.9- and 2.4foot (600- and 750-mm) gauges, were built.
Its three wheel sets, connected by a single
side rod, were powered via a jack shaft by
a six-cylinder diesel engine generating 120
to 130 HP depending on the version. Power was transmitted hydrodynamically by
means of a hydraulic torque converter.
The locomotive body consisted of a narrow front section that housed the diesel
engine, and an engineer's cab at the end
of the loco. The loco’s top speed was 18.6

miles per hour (30 km/h), which was perfectly adequate for its application as a
switching loco in industrial plants and on
narrow-gauge railways.
After the war, there was strong demand for replacement stock in both West
and East Germany. Whereas the West
soon closed many of the narrow-gauge
railways, which meant that the existing
loco inventory was sufficient, there was
a growing demand for replacement locos in East Germany. This gap was filled
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Prototype: Up to 1991, road number
199 006-8 was in operation on the Harz
Narrow-Gauge Railways - shown here at
Gernrode train station.

Since the manufacturer soon realized
the logic of standardizing the assemblies
of the loco with those of the twin-axle V
10B standard-gauge switching loco that
it was also producing, the design of the
small diesel loco was thoroughly revised.
The result was the type V 10C in 1959. The
drive concept was carried over from the
Ns 4, the drive was also provided by a jack
shaft mounted below the cab via side rods
to the driving wheel sets. These locos were
generally powered by a six-cylinder ∑
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by the new class Ns 4 diesel locos, which
were built between 1954 and 1958 at LKM
Babelsberg, which was previously MBAG
and originally Orenstein & Koppel. Sixty
locos, which were essentially a slightly
modified version of the HF 130C, were produced. They also bore a strong external
resemblance to the HF 130C. These locos
employed a mechanical power transmission and a six-cylinder engine developing
90 HP. Several of these locos can be found
today on museum railroads in Saxony.
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diesel engine putting out 100 HP. The technical data of the drive
unit was also used in the type designation of the loco. “V” stands
for “Verbrennungsmotor” (internal combustion engine), “10”
stands for 100 HP and “C” is for 3 driving axles.
Two versions of the V 10C chassis were available. For gauges from 2.9 to 3.5 feet (900 to 1067 mm), the locos had an inboard chassis on which the driving wheels were visible. On the
“narrow” gauges from 1.9 to 2.5 feet (600 to 762 mm), this was
not possible. These models were equipped with an outer frame
that almost covered the driving wheels entirely. The cranks for
the coupling rod drive were clearly visible on this model. There
were also differences with regard to the brake equipment.
Some models were equipped with an air brake, while others
made do with a simple handbrake. The arrangement of the
headlights was also different: The lamps on some locos were
mounted on the walkway, whole other locos had the lamps attached to the roof edge of the engineer's cab. This was followed
later – also as a result of modifications by the respective operator – by countless other lamp configurations. Even automotive

HSB diesel loco V 10C, 199 006-8

Well equipped:
The engineer's cab features interior lighting and
doors that can be opened

lamps were used. The 17.7-foot-long (5,400 mm), 17.6-short-ton
(16-ton) diesel loco with a top speed of 14.9 miles per hour (24
km/h) performed the various tasks for which it was deployed so
successfully that by the time production ceased in 1975 almost
500 units of this type had been built. However, only very few
ended up serving with the German State Railroad. Most of the
switching locos were used in industrial plants or exported.
After the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, many locos embarked
on a new career on museum railroads. The V 10C earned a reputation as a technically robust, very undemanding yet powerful
workhorse. Today, there is scarcely a narrow-gauge museum
railroad that does not have a V 10C in its fleet. This loco type is
widely used on the narrow-gauge railways of Saxony in partic-

A clear view:
The V10 C is fitted with
panes and windshield
wipers
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ular. When it comes to paint schemes, virtually all variants can
be found, from German State Railroad black to Babelsberg light
blue, German State Railroad orange all the way to red, green and
dark blue variations, all types of finishes are to be seen.
Most of the V 10C locos run on a gauge of 2.4 feet (750 mm).
However, some locos were designed for a gauge of 3.3 feet
(1,000 mm). This also includes road number 199 006-8, which
currently resides at the IG HSB (Interest Group of the Harz
Narrow Gauge Railways) in Nordhausen, Germany. In 1964,
this switching loco – together with another V 10C – was delivered to a chipboard plant in the East German town of Gotha.
In 1969, both locos were sold to the German State Railroad and
sent to Cottbus, where they were used to transport tank cars
that were loaded onto roller cars.
When the feeder track there was converted to standard
gauge in spring 1983, both locos moved to the Harz region,
where they performed switching duties at Gernrode, Nordhausen and Wernigerode train stations. In 1991, they were stabled
and shortly afterwards taken out of service. Whereas road ∑

HIGHLIGHTS
HSB diesel loco V 10C, 199 006-8,
(item 20320)
1

	Reproduction of type-specific components of
the V 10C with bell, exhaust, panes and windshield
wipers as well as a highly detailed engine front
section.

2

Powerful, bearing-mounted Bühler motor.

3

	mfx/DCC decoder with many controllable sound
and light functions.

4

Headlight that alternates with the direction of trav	
el, one end can be switched off in digital mode.

5

Digitally controlled engineer's cab lighting.

6

Prototypical lettering and paint scheme of era VI.

Successful color
choice: The housing
color and grab irons
are prototypically
replicated
Brilliant: The lettering and
paint scheme are prototypical
for era VI
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Front section: Just like
the prototype, the model
also has a long front
section and an exhaust
directly in front of the
engineer's cab.

Light and visibility: The two lamps mounted on the roof were
typical features of road number 199 006.

LEDs: All lamps are fitted with LEDs that change color depending on the direction of travel.
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The V 10C as a model
Even if the larger locomotives such as the Saxon class VI K or
the class Ge 6/6 II that always set pulses racing, small locos are
also extremely popular among LGB fans. Although LGB has
previously released the German Army Field Railroad loco HF
130C or the Köf II in various versions for garden railroads, the
company continues to receive requests from LGB fans for another small loco. At the 2020 International Toy Fair in Nuremberg, their wishes were granted: LGB unveiled a model of the
V 10C. Initially as the version of road number 199 006 as it looked
when it operated in the Harz region and as it appears today in
Nordhausen, where it is due to receive a cosmetic overhaul.
The model is a replica of a 3.3-foot gauge (meter gauge) loco on
which the wheels sit outside the frame. The switching loco is
driven by a powerful, bearing-mounted Bühler motor, making
it more than a match for any traction tasks it is tasked with.
The locomotive body with the engineer's cab whose doors can
be opened is completely new, as is the highly detailed engine
front section. Many parts are separately applied, such as the bell
on the right-hand side in front of the engineer’s cab or the exhaust straight ahead of the cab. The covering has been created
as a curved etched metal part, resulting in a delicately detailed
yet sturdy component. Naturally, the windows are fitted with
panes and windshield wipers. Typical features of road number
199 006 are the roof-mounted lamps. These are equipped with
LEDS and can be switched on and off digitally in the same way
as the cab interior lighting. The headlight of the small loco alternates with the direction of travel so that it is always white
in front and red behind. In digital operation, those who wish
can even switch off the headlight at one end so that the light at
the loco end at which cars are coupled is switched off completely. The built-in mfx/DCC decoder offers many sound functions

HISTORY
HSB diesel loco V 10C, 199 006-8
Manufacturer: LKM Babelsberg
Commissioned: 1964
1964: Delivered to VEB Spanplattenwerk Gotha, a
chipboard plant in Gotha
1970-1991: German State Railroad, road number 100
906-7, operated on the Spreewald Railroad
1973: Renumbered as 199 006-8
1983: Operated on narrow-gauge railways in the Harz
region, switching services in Gernrode and Wernigerode Westerntor
1991: Taken out of service
1992: Renumbered as 399 113-0
1993: HSB – Harzer Schmalspurbahn GmbH (Harz
Narrow-Gauge Railways), Wernigerode, road number
199 006-8
1995: Loaned to the Interessengemeinschaft Harzer
Schmalspur- und Brockenbahn e.V. Nordhausen (permanent loan by the HSB). Stabled as non-operational
in Nordhausen Nord
in digital operation, including the characteristic engine sound
that was specially recorded from a full-size loco of this type.
Naturally, the sound is also fully functional in analog operation,
as are the two functions “horn” and “bell”, which can be triggered by reed switches with the help of the enclosed magnets.
The loco's orange paint scheme with gray wheels is very striking. Even the lettering is absolutely prototypical. Just like the
prototype, the separately applied grab irons are black.
Perhaps the best thing about the new loco, item 20320, is
that it will be available from retailers soon after it is unveiled.
This will allow more than a few garden railroaders to commence
switching operations with the type V 10C just in time for the
start of the 2020 garden season. Sadly, this is a wish that cannot
be granted to the prototype, which still exists but is no longer
operational.

Switching duo: Road number 199 006 together with road number 199 005 in the depot at Wernigerode Westerntor - pictured in
August 1990.
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number 199 006 remained in the Harz region, road number 199
005 returned to its previous home in Spreewald, near Berlin.
Following its external reconditioning at the IG Spreewald in
Straupitz, Germany, it is set to become the future showpiece at
the club’s museum site.

